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Abstract-For the solution of nonlinear equations, we present an adaptive wavelet scheme, which 
couples an inexs& Newton method and the idea of nonlinear wavelet approximation. In particular, 
we obtain a result of quadrAtic convergence. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The basic idea of adaptive methods for solving linear or nonlinear equations, possibly coming 
from differential problems, is to refine, step by step, the discretisation, only at those places 
where the behaviour of the solution requires a higher resolution, so that the error is more or 
less balanced in all the domain on which the problem is defined. In the presence of singularities, 
this might result in highly nonuniform meshes. Recently, new developments on wavelets and 
nonlinear approximation have provided new tools to build efficient adaptive schemes for the 
solution of linear problems [1,2]. Th e aim of this paper is to show how it is possible to apply 
nonlinear wavelet approximation to design a wavelet-based adaptive scheme to solve a general 
class of nonlinear problems of the type F(U) = 0. 
A classical algorithm for solving nonlinear equations is Newton’s method. The method is 
attractive because it converges rapidly, whenever the initial guess ~0 is sufficiently good. In [3,4], 
a class of inexact Newton methods have been considered: given ~0, 
%+I = ui + Xi, with F’(ui)xi = --F(Q) + Ti, 
where F’(ui) is the F’rkchet derivative of F at ui and at each iteration the involved equation 
F’(u& = -F(q) is solved only approximately, because of the presence of the perturbative 
term ri, which is possibly related to different sources of error. 
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We will design an adaptive scheme coupling an inexact Newton algorithm and the techniques 
of nonlinear approximation and we will present a result of quadratic convergence. 
2. THE FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK 
Let !2 C IWd be a Lipschitz domain. For functions v E H”(R), we will denote by I,“(V) the 
ball of centre w and radius b in P(R) topology: 1:(u) = {U E H”(a) : 11~ - vjI~~(~) _< 5). 
For sequences 2 E P, we will denote by If(c) the ball of centre 2 and radius 6 in C* topology: 
1:(g) = (2 E P : 11% - ~I/~- 5 6). Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and F, G : X --t Y, we will 
denote by FG (respectively, GF) the composition F o G (respectively, Go F). We will employ the 
following notation A 5 B to indicate that the quantity A is bounded from above by a positive 
constant time the quantity B. 
For simplicity let us fix the following functional setting: suppose we are given a Riesz basis 
{$A}XCA, A = lJj”=oAj, for L2(% such that, for some parameter p > 1, the following norm 
equivalence for the Besov spaces Bi,4 holds for all s, p, q, 0 < s 5 S, 0 < p < M, q > 0: 
The splitting of the index set A as A = UT=,, Aj corresponds to distinguishing functions “living” 
at different scales (X E hj c) (supp$~) N 2-j). It is beyond the goal of this paper to describe 
how and under which conditions on R such bases {$Q}x are constructed (see, among others, [5,6]). 
Since H”(R) = B.j,(R), f rom equivalence (1) we deduce that, for all s, 0 5 s 5 S, 
II 
c c UA p-%) = ll14lle~ T 
j XEAj H’(W 
where g= {UX}X. 
Let us now recall that the nonlinear space CN C L2(s2), 
contains all the functions of L2(Q), w h ose wavelet coefficients belong to the set 
ON = {g E 12(A) : #{A : WA # 0) 1. N) 
of sequences with at most N elements different from zero. The set EN contains the functions 
of L2(s2), which can be expressed as a linear combination of at most N wavelets. A nonlinear 
projector 
PN : L2(fi) -+ EN 
can be built as follows: given u = xx UX$JX, let us sort the sequence { Iu~l}~ea in decreasing 
order. We denote {Iu~(k)l}ke~ the coefficient of rank Ic, 
Hence, the image PN(u) is defined by 
N 
PN(U) = c UA(k)$JA(k) 7 
k=l 
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that is, only the N greatest (in absolute value) coefficients of u are retained. By abuse of notation, 
we will also indicate by PN : C2 --+ ON the operator associating to the seque&e 21 = {ux}, the 
coefficients of the function pN(x~ ux?JIx). Th e accuracy of the corresponding approximation is 
directly related to P regularity of the sequence of coefficients of U, as stated by the following 
theorem [7,8]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u = CXEA ux$x. If14 = {uX}~ E P, with r such that 0 < r < 2, then 
$, 1114 -I& 5 1114 - pN&z 5 JV-(~“-~‘~) II&r , 
where the implicit constants in the bounds depend only on r. 
REMARK 2.1. The nonlinear projector IPN allows one to get, given u, the best (in the equiva- 
lent H” norm) N terms wavelet approximation and the rate of convergence of pN(u) to u, as 
N + W, is linked.to the Besov regularity of u, rather than to its Sobolev regularity, as in the 
caze of the classical linear approximation. 
3. AN ADAPTIVE WAVELET METHOD 
3.1. The Nonlinear Newton Method 
Let U be an open subset of the Sobolev space H”(R), s < 5’. Consider a map between Sobolev 
spaces 
F : U C H”(R) + F(U) G Ht(R), t < s. (4 
We want to find a solution u* to the nonlinear functional equation 
F(u) = 0, (5) 
using an adaptive wavelet method based on an inexact Newton scheme; then we assume that F 
satisfies the following assumptions [3,4]. 
(A.l) There exists a solution U* E U of F(U) = 0, with Ii C U, for some 6 > 0. 
(A.2) On the ball 1:((2~*) th e f unctional F is Frkchet differentiable and its FEchet derivative F’ 
is continuous. 
(A.3) At u* the Fr&het derivative of F is not singular. 
(A.4) There exist X > 0 and K > 0 such that for all u,‘u E Ii( 
Indeed it is possible to prove [3,4] the following result of convergence for an inexact Newton 
method. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F : U C H”(O) + Ht(R) satisfy assumptions (A.l)-(A.4) and ri E Ht(S2) 
such that 
I/(F’ bw’ r’llHs(o) 
I~(F! (ui))-’ F(U~)~I~~~~) < ” for aJJi’ 
(6) 
There exists a 6, such that, if Ijug - u*IIHSp) _ < 6,, then the sequence {ui} arising from the 
inexact Newton method converges to u* in H’(R) and satisfies 
II%+1 - u*Ilp(q 5 Pi IlUi - U*IIfp(q 7 (7) 
with pi E (0,l) depending on ui and on initial data. 
Let us now assume that F, restricted to more regular spaces, preserves such regularity. 
(A.5) For some T > 0, it holds that 
F LrrlE:~(n) : u n qw) --+ GW7 s;t < s , 
where 0 < r < 2 is such that l/r = r/d + l/2. 
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Finally, we assume that 
(A.6) the solution U* belongs to U n B:?(R). 
REMARK 3.1. From Theorem 2.1, using norm equivalences (1) and (2), as by assumption u* 
belongs to I?:.+,‘(0), it follows that 
11u* - Kvu*IIHqR) - < N-(l/‘-1/2) IIU*I&“jn), (8) 
where PN is the nonlinear projector which retains the N greatest, in absolute value, wavelet 
coefficients of a given function. 
Fixed a number M of degrees of freedom, our aim is to provide an approximation 
that is, uh is built using at most M wavelet functions. We would like an approximation uh 
behaving possibly as well as the best M terms wavelet approximation PMU*. 
To achieve this goal, first we translate (5) in terms of wavelet coefficients: we decompose the 
involved functions u and F(U), by choosing two suitable resealed versions (4~) and {$A} of the 
wavelet basis {$A}, 
and we build a discrete version 3 of the mapping F, acting on wavelet coefficients as follows: 
3 : 14 = {“A} -+ 3(g) := f = {fx}. 
Thanks to norm equivalence (2) for Sobolev spaces, the previous map 3 results to be a mapping 
between fJ2 spaces, 
3:Dce2+e2. (12) 
Moreover, using norm equivalence (1) for Besov spaces, assumption (A.5) implies that 3, re- 
stricted to a more regular space, preserves such regularity, 
with 0 < r < 2 such that 1/1- = r/d + l/2. 
Then solving 3(g) = 0 is equivalent to solving F(u) = 0. 
Thanks to assumption (A.6) there exists g* E D n f? such that 3(~*) = Q and using The- 
orem 2.1, it follows that II%* - lP~~*ll~z 5 M-(1/7-1/2)l/g*lle~. But g* is the unknown of our 
problem, so we do not have access to PM~* exactly. Hence, given the number of degrees of 
freedom M, what we actually want is to design an adaptive scheme which builds an approxima- 
tion z& to $, with 
&’ E OM, 
such that I& behaves almost as well as PM,*. 
The approach we propose is a modified Newton method in which, at each iteration i, we 
force the approximation gl+r to belong to a nonlinear space oNi+,, that is, we force it to be 
built using at most Ni+r degrees of freedom, where Ni+r is chosen according to the accuracy of 
the approximation ai at the previous step. Moreover, at each iteration i, we introduce in the 
algorithm two further sources of inexactness: Ai will denote an approximation to 3: := 3’(14i) 
and & an approximation to 3i := 3(4. Th e rate of these compressions will be adapted, at each 
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iteration i, to the accuracy (and hence, to the number Ni+r of d.o.f.) of the approximation gi+i 
that we want to build. The method we propose is the following. 
begin 
input: M, 140, i=O 
repeat the following steps 
compute Ai approximation to 3: 
compute & approximation to 3i 
choose Ni+l 
set 
%+1 - - PN,+I (& - ly&) 
update if1 -+i 
a N,=M 
output: & = ?Li 
end 
where JFN<+~ is the nonlinear wavelet projector, which forces gi+r to belong to the nonlinear 
space UN+. 
3.2. Analysis of the Method 
First of all, we note that nonlinear Newton method can be rewritten as an inexact Newton 
scheme: 
begin 
input: M,s, i = 0 
repeat the following steps 
choose the perturbative term zi 
find si which satisfies 
3~,!si = -3~ + ri 
set Ui+l = li + Si 
update i+1-+i 
& Ni+l = M 
The perturbative term 1i takes into account, at step i, the different sources of inexactness: the 
nonlinear projector PN;+~, the approximation &, and the approximation 3i. Step by step, we 
can tune such sources of inexactness in order to build adaptively the approximate solution gi. 
Roughly speaking, when gi is far from a solution of 3’(u) = 0, we can perform the step of 
our method employing high perturbative term (ri is large), using instead a lower perturbation 
when gi is nearer. 
The advantage of the reformulation of nonlinear Newton method as an inexact Newton scheme 
is that we can use Theorem 3.1 to prove that the nonlinear Newton method converges in .Y. In 
order to apply Theorem 3.1, we need to assume in C’ conditions on the regularity of 3 similar 
to (A.l)-(A.4). 
(B.l) There exists g* E D n eT verifying 3(~*) = Q, with Zz(g*) C D f~ P, for some b > 0. 
(B.2) On the ball 2:(~*), the functional 3 is Frechet differentiable and its Frkchet derivative 3’ 
is continuous 
3”~~(2~(~*)~e7,~(e~,eT)). 
(B.3) At a* the Frechet derivative 3’ is not singular. 
(B.4) There exist X, > 0 and K, > 0 such that for all ZL,~ E 2:(~*) it holds that 
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We recall that convergence in P, for T < 2, implies convergence in e2. However, in general we 
can hope that convergence in e2 is faster than convergence in P. 
Assumptions (A.2)-(A.4) on F translate into the following assumptions on 3. 
(B.5) On the ball q(a*), th e f unctional 3 is Frkchet differentiable and its Frkhet derivative 3’ 
is continuous 
3’ E co (z&*) c e2, c (e2, e2)) . 
(B.6) At g* the Frkhet derivative 3’ is not singular. 
(B.7) There exist X2 > 0 and K2 > 0 such that for all ZL,~ E ~(zJ*) it holds that 
1p (!k*)-l(3 (u) - m2))//e*,e2 I K2 Ill4 - a:. 
Now let us suppose that the approximation A;1 to (3:)-l has the following form: Ai1 := 
(3: + E(3l))-l, where E(3:) is a linear functional representing the correction added to 3, at 
each iteration i. 
Denoting by hi := ZL~ - g* the error committed at step i, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 3 be a mapping from D 2 e2 into e2, satisfying conditions from (B.l)-(B.?), 
for some T < 2. Assume E(39 E C(Zi(g*) c e2,12) n L(Zi(g*) C P,P). There exist a 6, > 0 
and constants D1, D2, D3, and Dd, such that if 11% - u*IleT < 6, and if, at each iteration i, 
we choose ordinately E(39, Fi, and Ni+l in order to fulfill the following conditions for some 
O<U<T: 
where C(.&,Fi,oa) and C(&,F;, ) r are explicitly computable constants depending on & Fi, 
and u (respectively, T), then the sequence {ui} converges to a* in P and in e2 (with ILL E 
26: (g*) C L$* (g*)) and it holds that 
Ilhi+~ll~~ 5 llbill~2 , for all i E N. (17) 
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